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Introduction
Membrane characterization by tracer retention is widely used to determine the
retention potential and integrity of membranes by quantification of tracers passed
through this one. The use of fluorescent tracers makes this retention quantification
quick and reliable. Moreover, additional information like the location of retained
tracers (Wu et al. 2014; Marroquin et al. 2014) and the composition of membrane
fouling, with the use of complementary techniques, can be obtained, allowing to
characterize membrane morphology and fouling. This study presents a multiscale
characterization methodology to clearly determine the retention potential of
ultrafiltration membrane regarding fluorescent nanoparticles (NPs) with calibrated
size. Location of each NPs size in or/and on the membrane after filtration run allows
to identify with precision the penetration profiles of NPs in membrane structure (skin
and support) and to determine fouling mechanism(s) which can be correlated with
macroscopic flux data observed during the filtration.

Material and Methods
Ultrafiltration (UF) membranes tested are PES multichannel hollow fiber with
nominal pore size of 20 nm. Ideal suspensions of fluorescent calibrated NPs with size
of 1,5, 10 and 100 nm were filtered. The size of the NPs used was chosen regarding
the membrane pore size (smaller, close to and bigger than the membrane pore size).
Zeta potential of NPs suspension and membrane were measured to ensure that no
aggregation or adsorption occurs during filtration. The efficiency of the membrane
was determined by NPs concentrations measurement of filtration fluxes by
fluorimetry and Nanoparticle Tracking Analysis (NTA). The use of Nanosight NS300
(using NTA) allowed to obtain concentrations in number of particles per mL allowing
to estimate the number of NPs remaining blocked in and/or on the membrane.
Location of NPs fluorescent signal in and/or on the membrane was visualized by
confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) and penetration profiles of NPs have
been determined. In the case of a NPs deposit on membrane surface, its thickness was
measured with scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and CLSM. The use of NPs with
different fluorescent characteristics allowed to distinguish each size of NPs in
membrane material. Location of NPs fluorescent signals have been correlated with
macroscopic permeate flux data to validate fouling mechanism(s) operating during the
filtration experiment. Influence of Transmembrane Pressure (TMP) and Volume
Concentration Factor (VCF) on NPs retention, fouling establishment and location was
treated by experimental design.

Results and Discussion
Ultrafiltration of ideal monodisperse and polydisperse NPs suspensions was
conducted. Membrane shows interesting retention rates (≥ 50% for all NPs size and
for each condition tested) and a low recovery in the retentate reflecting a retention of
NP by blocking at the membrane. Fouled membranes were imaged by CLSM on their
section allowing to enjoy the lateral resolution of CSLM (about 500 nm), better than
the axial one used in a previous study (Wu et al. 2014). Analysis in reflective mode
allowed to visualize membrane and another in fluorescent mode allowed to identify
NPs. MCBL visualization showed that 100 nm NPs were essentially retained on
membrane surface, 10 nm NPs were stopped in the membrane skin (thickness ≈ 50
µm) and on membrane surface and 1.5 nm NPs are located in the entire material
(Figure 1). These locations reflect respectively fouling models of cake filtration (100
nm), standard blocking followed by cake filtration (10 nm) and standard blocking (1.5
nm) evaluated with experimental data of permeate flux.

Figure 1. Penetration profile of a) 1.5 nm NP, b) 10 nm NP and c) 100 nm NP in membrane material

Conclusions
Multi-scale characterization techniques were used to determine UF membrane
efficiency towards NPs, fouling establishment and its location in or/and on the
membrane. The complementary techniques used allow to obtain concordant results of
interest showing the reliability of characterization realized. It is the first time that the
penetration profile of NP in UF membrane was determined with high precision (skin
vs. support). Moreover, the number of NP in the permeate (i.e. in the drinking water)
was evaluated against to answer at a societal point of view.
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